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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter discusses the topics which include sociolinguistics, language in 

society, speech community, language varieties, register, type of registers, meaning, 

definition of stand up comedy, the history of stand up comedy in USA, the history 

of stand up comedy in Indonesia and stand up comedy Indo Malang. 

2.1 Sociolinguistics 

According to Wardhaugh (2006:13), sociolinguistics is concerned with 

investigating the relationship between language and society;it aims to get a better 

understanding about the structure of the language and the function of language in 

communication. In addition, (Jendra, 2012:1), sociolinguistics is the studies about 

language and related with using language in society. It can be said that 

sociolinguisticsdiscuss all aspects of language in society, especially those 

concerned with variation in language. 

Based on those theories, it means that sociolinguistic is a studies about the 

ability of people use a rule of language in the variation of situation. Sociolinguistic 

also influence society in using language. 

2.2 Language in Society 

Language is what the members of a particular society speak (Wardhaugh 

2006:1). It means that language is a system of communication. Another statement 

says that there are several aspects of relationship between language and society; 

first, linguistic structure and/or behaviour may either influence or determine social 
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structure. Second, language and society may influnce each other (Wardhaugh, 

2006:10). 

Human is a sociable creature, who cannot live alone. In daily activities, they 

use language as a tool for doing communication and interaction with others. It is 

because language and society cannot be separated. 

2.3 Speech Community  

Speech community is a group of people who share the same language, with 

different set of norms and rules for the use of language (Tosca, 2003:3). It means 

that speech community is a group of people who uses the same language  to 

communiacate and interact with others. Another statement says, speech community 

is no more than some kind of social group whose speech characteristics are of 

interest and can be described in a coherent manner (Wardhaugh, 2006:119). 

Based on those theories, speech community is a group of people who uses a 

variation of  language in their daily activity. The variation of language that is 

understood by the member of this community. Speech community may be a small 

or large group. 

2.4 Language Varieties 

Language varieties are the language from a group that is understood by the 

members of the group. Language varieties are in terms of pronunciation, the choice 

of words, the using of syntactic construction, and the meaning of language varieties. 
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There are many influnces from language varieties such as: social factor (sex, 

age, profession, family background, educational background, socio economic 

status, and etc), and situational factor (time, place, topic and etc).  

Language varieties are meaningful and they constitute a resource that can 

be drawn on by speakers (Mesthrie, 2009:209).  There are many varieties of 

language as follows: 

2.4.1 Dialect 

Dialect is the language that is used by the group in the certain area. Dialect 

is about how people speak. There is no standard book explaining about dialect.  

The term ‘dialect’ in sociolinguistics is used to describe the speech 

characteristics of a region (regional dialect) or a group of people who are defined 

by social or occupational characteristics rather than by region alone (social dialect) 

(Mesthrie, 2009:70). In addition, dialect has different grammar and vocabulary that 

are used by people in the certain area. An example of dialect is Singapore-English 

which is a dialect of English that obviously developed from a bunch of foreigners 

learning and speaking English. 

2.4.2 Style 

Style is a language variation and identityconstitutes a formidable foundation 

for research on language variation with extensive examples of speech style variation 

from different English-speaking communities (Coupland, 2007:4). Another 

statement says that  style is a variation in an individual’s speech correlating with 

differences in address, social context, personal goals, or externally imposed task 

(Meyerhoff 2006:28). 
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Furthermore, every person has their own style. It can be called speakers 

identity. For example: speakers have different style to speak or write in using accent 

or dialect because style has no standart form. 

2.4.3 Colloquial  

According to Kollataj (2009:33), colloquialism is also conspicuous but it is 

restricted to situations displaying a degree of informality, friendly familiarity, and 

fraternity among people participating in conversation events. Colloquial refers to 

conotation of “vulgar”, “bad” or “incorrect” meaning. The familiar style is used in 

spoken ather than writing. Sometimes, colloquial can be used in the movie and song. 

There are many English colloquial such as: dunno (don’t know), ain’t (am 

not), y’all (you all), gonna (going to), and wanna (want to). Bahasa Indonesia has 

colloquial such as: dok(dokter) and prof(professor). 

2.4.4 Jargon 

“Jargon is special specialized vocabulary used by those inside established 

social groups” (Yule 2010:259). Jargon is the term for specialized or technical 

language that is only understood by those who are members of a group or who 

perform a specific trade.Jargon is created by the social group. The examples of 

jargon in English are OMG (OH! My God), WTH (What the heck),etc. Bahasa 

Indonesia has jargon such as: FYI (Four Your Information), SP (Surat Peringatan), 

UKM (Unit Kegiatan Mahasiswa, and UKM (Usaha Kecil Menengah). 
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2.4.5 Slang  

“Slang is something that nearly everyone uses and recognizes, but nobody 

can define precisely. It is more metaphorical, playful, elliptical, vivid, and shorter-

lived than ordinary language”(Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyam, 2011:470). It means 

that slang is the new language or word based on what the famous phenomenon 

happened. Slang in this year is different with one year ago.  

Slang is same with idiom. The word cannot be translated in word to word. 

For example: phone means telephone, selfie means take a picture alone, YOLO 

means you only live once, gimme means give me, and etc.  

2.4.6 Register 

“Register is another complicating factor in any study of language varieties. 

Register is sets of language item associated with discrete occupational or social 

groups such as surgeons, airline pilots, bank managers, sales clerks, jazz fans, and 

pimps employ different registers”(Wardhaugh2006:52).  

Based on the theory, register is a language variation used by groups related 

with profesion, also register shows the social identity. 

Some example of registers, registers in military air base means the airport 

of military, air force means the airport of force, ranger means comando soldiers, 

register in bank manager; colateral means loan with the long time, bank guratantee 

means something that give for bank as a guarantee when the person who loan in 

bank, PIN means secret number that give for the owner of card (credit card, ATM, 

and debit card).  
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2.4.6.1 Type of Register 

According to Hunt (1999) there are five types of register that are formal 

register, informal register, over-formal register, motherese and reporting register. 

The explanation as follow:  

Informal register 

Informal register is a type of register used with more familiar people in 

casual conversation. In the informal style of register, contractions are used more 

often, rules of negation and agreement may be altered, and slang or colloquial may 

be used. Informal register also permits certain abbreviations and deletions, but they 

are rule governed.For example, deleting the yousubject and the auxiliary often 

shorten questions. Instead of asking Are you running in the marathon? A person 

might ask, Running the marathon? 

2.5 Meaning  

According Trask (2007) meaning is the characteristic of a linguistic from 

which allows it to be used to pick out some aspect of the non-linguistic world. In 

human’s daily activities, people find it hard to apply the meaning that written in 

dictionary. It is because the meaning has different interpretation in sentences. 

2.5.1 Type of meaning  

Based on Chaer (2003), there are nine types of meaning. They are lexical 

meaning, grammatical meaning, contextual meaning, referensial meaning, non-

referensial meaning, denotative meaning, connotative meaning, conceptual 

meaning, and assosiative meaning. The explanation as follow:  
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Contextual meaning  

Contextual meaning is a meaning in a one context. In addition, contextual 

meaning is the meaning from the relation between a word and the context. For 

example, my head is dizzy and she is stone head. Head here have different meaning 

in different context. 

2.6 Definition of Stand up Comedy 

Stand up Comedy means “stand” alone on the stage called open mic to tell 

monologue joke (Pragiwaksono, 2012:36). It means Stand up Comedy is another 

art joke which is the comedian called comic perform on the stage called open mic. 

The comic not only “stand” but also sit or doing many gestures when they open 

mic. The material of the comic talks about experience, observation, and other 

problems around or in themself. Their performance are usually in campus, cafe, and 

other places. 

Eventually, “Stand Up Comedy is the part of performance art. You have to 

perform it in order to learn from it (Pragiwaksono, 2012:18)”. It means the place 

where comic learns and shares give influence to their open mic.  

2.7 The History of Stand up Comedy in USA 

Comedy is the huge industry in USA. There are many actors in Hollywood 

work a comedian before they worked an actor. Such as Robbin Williams, Jerry 

Seinfield, David Letterman, Woody Allen, and Jim Carrey (Dika, 2007). 

The history of  Stand up Comedy began at 1800 in USA. First time, the show 

was in theatre. The theatre was named The Minstrel Show that performed by 

Thomas Darmouth “Daddy” Rice. The Minstrel Show started the show before the 
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USA of Civil War. The comedy was simple but it got response from the audiences 

who were basically the aristocrate society. This show was racist, such as the comic 

changed the color of his face with black color for mocking the American that has 

black skin. There was no mic this year. Finally, the comic performed with 

“Slapstick” or common called by “Physical Joke”. This way still survived until 20th 

century. 

Furthermore, The Minstrel Show, the first segment opened with musical 

theatre and the last segment was done with the comedy show. The show called Olio 

that was presented by The Endman. In every show, they speech to critic or comment 

the political life in USA or the phenomenon in the daily life. From here, the Stand 

up Comedy life just began.  

In 1959, there was a show called The Steve Allen Show that presented comic, 

Lenny Bruce. There was comic inspired by Lenny Bruce, such as George Carlin. 

There are many Hollywood actors that started the carier as a comedian, such as 

Woody Allen, Chris Rock, Rowan Atkinson, and Jim Carrey 

(suc.metrotvnews.com). 

Stand up Comedy has existed long time, because the media was televison 

and radio but it was expensive to be had by society at that time. In this case, the 

comedy was only showed in theatre which was only watched by the aristocrate 

society. 

2.8 The History of Stand up Comedy in Indonesia 

According to (Pragiwaksono 2012:20), there are seven contributors in Stand 

Up Comedy of Indonesia. They are Warkop DKI, Taufik Savalas, Ramon Papana, 
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Iwel Wel, Indra Yudhistira, Agus Mulyadi, and Raditya Dika. The explanation is 

as follows: 

The first is Warkop DKI. The members were Dono, Kasino, and Indro. 

Theywere not the Stand up Comedy but it was the pioner of comedy in Indonesia. 

They introduced pronouncation comedy. Pronouncation comedy means that 

comedy show by funny conversation. 

The second is Taufik Savalas, he introduced telling joke. Telling joke is the 

anecdote or giving the guess-joke for the audiences.  

The third is Ramon Papana. He is the owner of Comedy Cafe in Mampang 

South Jakarta since 1997. The cafe is available for open mic. He still survives 

although Stand up Comedy was not famous yet at that time.  

The forth is Iwel Wel. He open mic in Gedung Kesenian Jakarta (GKJ) on 

March 6, 2004. Afterward he came to RCTI to look for Indra Yudhistira to promote 

himself as a comic. Iwel was the first person who bring back Stand up Comedy in 

Indonesia.  

The fifth is Indra Yudhistira. He was the part of RCTI production. However, 

he left RCTI and join Kompas TV right now as the production’s director and 

programing televison.  

The sixth is Agus Mulyadi. He made Stand up Comedy Indonesia (SUCI) in 

MetroTV. This programme show the famous comics such as Raditya Dika, Pandji 

Pragiwaksono, Ramon Papana, Indro Warkop and others. 

The last is Raditya Dika. He learned about Stand up Comedy when he 

studied college in Australia. He has ever joined short course about Stand up 
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Comedy. Furthermore, he uploaded his videos on YouTube then he become popular 

until now.   

Finally, Stand up Comedy in Indonesia has become famous and most people 

love this comedy so it is being a common comedy. There are many station of 

televisions broadcast  the Stand up Comedy. Such as Kompas TV, Metro TV, and 

Indosiar. The competition of Stand up Comedy is made by Pandji Pragiwaksono in 

Kompas TV. The name of the programme is Stand up Comedy Indonesia (SUCI). 

The schedule of this programme is on Thursdays at 10 p.m. The replay programme 

is on Sundays at 3 p.m (siapa.co.id: 2015).  

Since the Stand up Comedy is being famous on television, it roads to the 

several cities and campus in Indonesia, because of it there are a lot of Stand up 

communities, such as Stand up Comedy Indo Malang. 

2.9 Stand up Comedy Indo Malang 

Based on the interview to Reggy Hasibuan on November 23, 2015. Stand 

up Indo was establised by Ernest Prakasa and Ryan Adriandhy. The aims are to 

share and learn about Stand up Comedy knowledge.  

Stand up Comedy Indo grows up in several cities in Indonesia, such as 

Surabaya, Manado, Samarinda, Balikpapan, Bogor, Malang and etc. Stand up 

Comedy Indo Malang was establised by Reggy Hasibuan, Nur Kholiq, Guk Sueb, 

and Yudha on October 23, 2011. The headquarter is in Laughboratorium Cafe on 

Jakarta Street No.34. The leader of community is Bobby Darwin. 

Stand up Comedy Indo Malang has three schedules. There are on 

Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. The explanations are as follows:  
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a. On Wednesdays, comics learn about Stand up Comedy by the mentor Reggy 

Hasibuan. He is the comic who has many experiences.  

b. On Thursdays, they share experiences, how to grow up the bit, how to find 

out the bit, when comic open mic on the stage, and others. 

c. On Fridays, they open mic on this day called Jumatawa. The comic open 

mic use the material that has been learned on Wednesdays. The open mic 

starts at 7 p.m. 


